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	Text-UHW-6e4-hl: Sarah Thompson
	Paragraph-MExx3RGh3z: Sarah shared her experience of surviving a car accident and the anxiety she faced while resuming driving afterward. She described her journey of gradually regaining confidence behind the wheel.
	Paragraph-y9fr-00N-f: Sarah's story resonates with me because I also experienced a car accident, which triggered my PTSD. Her courage in facing her fears gives me hope that I can regain my sense of safety.
	Paragraph-Ii7mTvXTVe: Mike opened up about his time serving in the military and the challenges he faced upon returning home. He shared how therapy and support from his family helped him overcome his PTSD symptoms.
	Paragraph-ypRTtxI6gU: Mike's story provides insight into the effectiveness of therapy and the importance of a strong support system. It encourages me to seek help and lean on my loved ones.
	Paragraph-OU2PvQBV8x: Sarah's story evokes feelings of fear, but also determination. I can relate to the anxiety she felt. Mike's story brings up feelings of hope and the importance of seeking help when needed.
	Text-jWL3JGoD6-: Mike Rodriguez
	Paragraph-Qjn4IY52GJ: Sarah's story taught me that it's okay to be afraid and that regaining confidence takes time. Mike's story emphasizes the importance of professional help and the support of loved ones.
	Paragraph-8bc6wXl0IX: Sarah's story suggests that gradual exposure and practice can help overcome fears. Mike's story highlights the value of therapy and open communication.
	Paragraph-BC43-W7S3y: Sarah's journey reminds me that recovery is a process, and it's okay to take small steps. Her story makes me feel less alone in my struggle with anxiety and PTSD. It gives me hope that I can rebuild my life, just as she did.
	Paragraph-HfoqdZGjbG: Mike's story emphasizes the importance of seeking professional help, despite initial reluctance, as it is a step towards healing and his support system encourages open communication about personal struggles.
	Text-roRlkUuKI7: Contact a therapist or counselor to discuss starting therapy.
	Text-KzEQpnB8tQ: Talk to my family about my PTSD and the support I need.
	Text-yRQlPBBxIA: Implement a gradual exposure plan to address triggers with small steps.
	Paragraph-j27w06d30I: I plan to share my findings and action plan with my therapist during our next session. I believe this will help me take concrete steps toward healing and recovery.


